The Geoffdon Memorial Awards:

Best Rough Collie 2008
Miss A Grainger – Ch Samhaven Music

Top Breeders 2008
Miss A Grainger (Samhaven)

Jasand Medals:

Best Blue Merle
Mr A & Mrs J Milligan
Ch Alfsden Circle of Life

Mr J & Mrs V Geddes
Ch Black Gary La Dame Chere at Ingledene

Best Sable & White

Miss A Grainger – Ch Samhaven Music

Int Ch Lochinvar of Ladypark Stud Dog Winner:

Mrs C Waterhouse – Ch Lynmead Simply In My Soul

Shiel Brood Bitch Winner:

Mr A Leverton – Rhodabern Lola
New Champions 2008:

Dogs:

MS K LITTLE & MR & MRS W HILLS
CH BRIHOW THANKS A MILLION FROM BUEBEZI

MR & MRS J BLACK
CH DEMELEWIS DARK MOON DRIFTIN OVER CORYDON JW

MS S MCCANN
CH ROANBURN BLACK IS BLACK AT ZOLKHAN

MRS P SKYRME
CH EMRYKS LOVE IN MOTION

MR & MRS G HARTLEY
CH ROANBURN SIMPLY RED

MR SV & MRS AJ BARRETT
CH BROOKLYNSON ALAN LADD

MR AS & MRS JE MILLIGAN
CH ALFSDEN CIRCLE OF LIFE

MR ND & MRS CA COLLINS
CH JOPIUM TOUCH OF SOUL FOR TRIBURLE JW

MRS MA HASSOCK
CH CAMANNA CAROUSO
The Collie Association – Roll of Honour - 2008

Bitches:

MR J & MRS V GEDDES
CH BLACK GARY LA DAME CHERE AT INGLEDENE

MR JF & MRS AT LOADER
CH SALSINA LOVE N CHERISH WITH GERIAN

MRS MA HASSOCK
CH CAMANNA CLAUDIA CHIFFER

MISS A GRAINGER
CH SAMHAVEN MUSIC

MR S CLARK
CH BUEBEZI BLACK N PRETTY AT DERBYPARK

MR R & MRS N MCDOWALL
CH MALLICOT CRAZY IN LOVE AT BIRKMYRE

MR SV & MRS AJ BARRETT
CH BOOKLYNSON SANTA ROSA